The essential requirements for preparing a bimolecular collisional superposition state in the laboratory, allowing for control over reactive scattering, are described. SpeciÐc applications to isotopic variants of scattering are used to demonstrate the range H ] H 2 of control for superposition states built from degenerate diatomic states.
I. Introduction
The principle of controlling atomic and molecular processes via quantum interference, i.e. coherent control, is now well established.1,2 In particular, one arranges to arrive at a Ðnal state through two or more independent coherent routes whose features can be varied via experimentally controllable parameters. Having done so, the multiple routes, and the interference between them, can be controlled by changing the relevant laboratory parameters. Numerous computational and experimental studies show that the interference contribution is a function of the particular product so that one can alter the ratio of products by manipulating the interference contributions through laboratory variables. Further, this control is often found to be extensive.
This principle has been established formally and computationally for both unimolecular and bimolecular processes and shown experimentally for unimolecular processes.3h5 A review of this work makes clear, however, that the control of bimolecular processes is still in its infancy. In particular, we have presented the rudiments of a general formalism for control of bimolecular collisions,6h8 studied control for one-dimensional reactive scattering9 and demonstrated control of the di †erential cross section7,8 for isotopic variants of in a particular implementation H ] H 2 discussed further, below. In this paper we systematically describe the speciÐc requirements for bimolecular control and discuss methods for implementing control in the laboratory. In their most general form they invoke the manipulation of matter as waves, an area overlapping with matter interferometry10 and laser cooling. 11 We then consider one simple scenario to examine the extent of possible control.
Consider then the general collision processes
where A, D, F, G are, in general, molecules of mass and Here F and G can be
identical to A and D (nonreactive scattering) or di †erent from A and D (reactive scattering
Here m includes all quantum number which describe the state, other than the energy E and the arrangement q. Asymptotic product states of F ] G are similarly denoted o E, q@, n ; 0T, and o E, q@, n`T denotes the outgoing scattering solutions12 associated with product in state o E, q@, n ; 0T. The probability q@ ; m, q) of forming the product o E, q@, n ; 0T, having initiated the scattering in o E, P E (n, q, m ; 0T is given by P E (n, q@ ; m, q) \ o SE, q@, n ; 0 o S o E, q, m ; 0T o2 (2) where S is the scattering matrix. Alternatively, the cross section q@ ; m, q) for forming o E, q@, n ; p E (n, 0T having initiated the scattering in o E, q, m ; 0T is :
Here is the component of the total potential that vanishes as the A to D distance becomes V q arbitrarily large. The cross section for scattering into arrangement q@, independent of the product internal state n, is
Assorted other cross sections may be deÐned, depending upon which of the elements of n are summed over. Of relevance below are (a) h, / ; m, q), corresponding to scattering into the q@ p E (q@, product channel and into scattering angles (h, /) and (b) the traditional di †erential cross section h ; m, h, / ; m, q).
(2)È(4) arise in scattering theory after separating out the motion of the center of mass of AÈD, a feature discussed in greater detail in Section II.
To control bimolecular collisions we construct an initial state o E, q, consisting of a superMc m NT position of N energetically degenerate asymptotic states o E, q, m ; 0T :
The cross section associated with using eqn. (5) as the initial state, obtained by replacing o E, q, m ; 0T by eqn.
where p(n, q@ ; m@, m, q) is deÐned via eqn. (6). The total cross section into arrangement q@ is given by
Note that eqn. (6) , and hence eqn. (7), are now of a standard coherent control form, i.e. direct contributions from each member of the superposition, proportional to plus interference o c m o2, terms which are proportional to This form has three signiÐcant features. First, it is clear that c m c m{ * . if we control the through assorted preparation methods, then we can control the interference c m , term, and hence the scattering cross section. Second, it provides a speciÐc functional form for control so that the experimentalist needs only determine a small number of terms (the ps) in order to generate the entire control map, i.e. control as a function of Third, it arises from eqn. (5) acy requirement, which is standard in all coherent control scenarios, proves somewhat demanding in collisional processes.
II. Preparation of the scattering superposition
To see how the required superposition state [eqn. (5) ] can be constructed in the laboratory requires some introductory remarks. Note Ðrst that eqns. (2)È(7) and the o E, q, m ; 0T are expressed in the center of mass coordinate system and describe the relative translational as well as the internal state of A and D. In typical AÈD scattering the removal of the center of mass motion comes about in a straightforward way. That is, let and denote the laboratory position of A r A r D and D and denote their laboratory momenta. The relative momentum k, relative coordiÅkA, ÅkD nate r, center of mass momentum K and position R are deÐned as
In the case where A and D are initially in internal states and of energies and
and the initial A and D translational motions are described by plane waves of momenta
The second equality follows from eqns. (8) . Since the interaction potential between A and D V q depends solely upon the AÈD relative coordinates, the center of mass momentum is conserved in the collision, allowing us to separate out the center of mass motion and to describe the dynamics in the center of mass coordinate system, i.e., in terms of o E, q, m ; 0T.
Scattering may also occur from a state composed of di †erent values of center of mass momenta
Since the center of mass momentum is conserved, and since it can be measured at the end of the collision, the cross section for scattering into o E, q@, n ; 0T in this case is given by
That is, components of the wavefunction with di †erent values of contribute independently to o K l T the reaction cross section and do not interfere with one another.
Consider now preparation of the generalized superposition states [eqn. (5) ] where, for simplicity, we limit consideration to the preparation of a superposition of two states. To do so we examine the scattering of A and D, each in a previously prepared superposition state. The wavefunctions and in the laboratory system are chosen to be of the general form :
Since A and D are initially noninteracting, the incident wavefunction is
where and with
As constructed, eqn. (14) is composed of four independent noninterfering incident wavepackets since each has a di †erent center of mass wavevector However, we can set conditions so that K ij . interference, and hence control, is indeed achieved. That is, we require the equality of the center of mass motion of two components, plus energy degeneracy :
where the term in the Ðrst bracket, due to eqn. (15), is a linear superposition of two degenerate states. In accord with eqns. (10) and (11) we expect that the scattering cross section will be composed of noninterfering contributions from three components with di †erent but where the K ij , Ðrst term allows for control via the interference between the and terms. 
Note also that we can implement eqn. (17) for the case of atomÈdiatom scattering by setting where is the ground electronic state of atom A. Eqn.
Finally, in the speciÐc case where we superpose degenerate states of the molecule D, eqn. (18) becomes Indeed, in this case we can choose so that all of the
D are equal and all of the four terms in eqn. (14) are energetically degenerate in the center of K ij mass coordinate system. Hence in this case, which corresponds to the scattering of an atom o † a molecule in a superposition of degenerate molecular states, there are no extraneous uncontrollable satellite contributions. Results for this case are considered below for the case of atomÈdiatom scattering.
III. M Superpositions
It is clear that the easiest way of implementing bimolecular control in the laboratory is to start with a superposition of degenerate states of the fragments. In atomÈdiatom scattering, to which we restrict attention, we utilize the (2j ] 1) diatomic rotational states o j, mT, where m is the projection of diatomic angular momentum j along a space Ðxed axis. In this case (and in the case of the helicity, i.e. the projection of the angular momentum along the relative velocity vector,7,8 as well) we show below that control over the di †erential cross section is possible but control over the total cross section is not.
Consider Ðrst superimposing two m states of the diatomic in atomÈdiatom scattering. For this case eqn. (5) assumes the form :
where is an eigenket of the diatomic of energy with v denoting the diatom vibrational
is a plane wave of energy describing the free motion of o E q kinT E q kin \ E [ v qvj , the atom relative to the diatom in the q arrangement.
The di †erential cross section into scattering angles h, r is given by
Here
is the scattering amplitude,14 and are the
q{v{j{k{,qvjmi J elements of the scattering S-matrix in the helicity representation. 15 Here k@ is the helicity of the product diatom (i.e. the projection of the product diatom angular momentum onto the Ðnal relative translational velocity vector), and with being the atomÈdiatom k qvj \ J2k q (E [ v qvj )/+, k q reduced mass in the q channel. Note that the use of (p [ h) in eqn. (20) , rather than h, is discussed in ref. 16 .
Expanding the square in eqn. (20) gives the reactive di †erential scattering cross section as (where we drop the initial state labels for convenience)
where
and
Here, the superscript R denotes reactive scattering into a speciÐc Ðnal arrangement channel q@ D q. The total di †erential cross section, pR(h, r), for reaction out of a state in eqn. (19) is given by the sum over Ðnal states at energy E as
Note that the r dependence of the measurable cross sections is due solely to the interference term. However, the integral of r) over r is zero so p 12 R (v@j@k@ o h, that the interference term, and hence control over the total cross section disappears. Indeed, the integral over 0 \ r \ p exactly cancels the integral over p \ r \ 2p. For this reason we consider control over scattering into the hemisphere 0 \ r \ p, giving the state resolved integral cross section denoted pR(v@j@k@ ; r O p). This can also be written as three terms, as in eqn. (22) , but with the replaced by r O p), (i, j \ 1, 2), where 
To examine the extent of control over the reaction it is convenient to rewrite the reactive cross section in the form (where we refer to scattering into a hemisphere, but drop the notation "" r O p ÏÏ for convenience),
Here NR refers to nonreactive scattering ; deÐnitions of the nonreactive cross sections are analogous to their reactive counterparts. It follows from eqns. (29) and (30) Note that the above approach can be readily extended to the case of N interfering superposition states, as discussed in Section IIIB below.
A. Computational results

We have considered control over the reactions and H ] H@D (H and H@ denote
, hydrogen atoms which are deemed distinguishable) using this approach and present a few typical results in this section. Control over reaction products is achieved by preparing superpositions of two initial degenerate interfering diatomic states (v, j, and (v, j, In our three-dimensional m 1 ) m 2 ). quantum-mechanical calculations, the symmetry has been exploited for the Ðrst two reac-A ] B 2 tions, while the last one has been considered as an atomÈheteronuclear diatom reaction of the general A ] BC type. The cross sections reported below are obtained via the symmetrization procedure described in ref. 16 . Since only initial states of and with even j were considered, H 2 D 2 only the "" plus ÏÏ molecular parity block was computed for each partial wave. The LSTH19 potential surface was used and scattering calculations were done with the log-derivative version of the Kohn variational principle20 using a basis set contraction procedure.21 Scattering calculations were carried out for total angular momentum up to J \ 31 with and eV for j max \ 14 E max \ 2.5 the and reactions, and up to J \ 46, and eV for the
6 H ] H@D reaction, ensuring fully converged cross sections for the chosen energies. Here, and E max are, respectively, the maximum (cuto † ) energy and maximum diatomic rotational quantum j max number of all asymptotic channels and internal basis functions included in the calculation.
Consider, as an example, the results for scattering from a superposition state consisting of the (v \ 1, j \ 2, as shown in for scattering from a single state. Thus, the ratio of cross sections can be increased or decreased m i by B20% through coherent control e †ects. Somewhat better control is observed at higher energies (E \ 1.25 eV), further from the reaction threshold (Fig. 3) where a superposition of (v \ 1, j \ 2, initial superposition states shows the ratio of cross sections varying from m 1 \ 1, m 2 \ 0) 0.053 to 0.073 as both and s are varied. / 12 In essence, superposing two m levels provides some degree of control over the di †erential cross sections. Nonetheless, control is far from extensive. The origin of this behavior is evident from the sample results shown in Table 1 , which shows the contributions and for reactive and p ii p 12 nonreactive scattering from several initial superposition states at E \ 1.25 eV. The interference contributions are seen to be, for both the reactive and nonreactive terms, approximately one p 12 order of magnitude smaller than the diagonal terms. As a consequence, the extent of control is rather limited. Two alternatives for improved control suggest themselves. The Ðrst is to seek alternate linear superpositions, e.g. composed from nondegenerate molecular states,9 whose resultant interference terms are closer in magnitude to the diagonal elements. The second is to examine the extent of control resulting from the inclusion of more than two degenerate reactant states in the initial superposition, as discussed below.
B. Optimized bimolecular scattering
The treatment above can be readily extended to superpositions composed of more than two states. In particular, we adopt a previously devised scheme to optimize the reactive cross section as a function of for an arbitrary number of states.22 c m Consider scattering from incident state o E, q, n ; 0T to Ðnal state o E, q@, m ; 0T. To simplify the notation we identify the m and n labels with a single quantum number, denoted i and f, with a Numbers in parentheses denote the power of ten by which the tabulated value should be multiplied.
associated
where f, q@ o S o E, i, qT and where S is the scattering matrix for the process. The total S fi \ SE, probability P(q@ ; i, q) of scattering into arrangement channel q@, assuming m open product states, is given by
To simplify the notation we have not carried an E label in the probabilities : Ðxed energy E is understood.
If we now consider scattering from an initial state o E, q, composed of a linear superMc i NT position of k states [i.e., eqn. (5) with N \ k] then the probability of forming o E, q@, f T from this initial state is
and the total reactive scattering probability into channel q@, P(q@ ; c, q) is
To simplify the notation we introduce the matrix with elements A \ S q{ s S q{ A ij \ ; f/1 m S fj * S fi which allows us to rewrite eqn. (34) as
Here ¤ denotes the Hermitian conjugate and the q@ subscript on the S indicates that we are dealing with the submatrix of the S matrix associated with scattering into product channel q@.
One can optimize scattering into arrangement channel q@, with the normalization constraint by requiring
where j is a Lagrange multiplier. Explicitly taking the derivative gives the result that the optimized coefficients satisfy the eigenvalue equation
Additional labels may be necessary to account for degeneracies of the eigenvectors Hence, c j . optimization is equivalent to solving eqn. (37).
We have applied this approach to obtain optimal for all isotopic variants. Typical c j H ] H 2 results are those shown here for H ] H@D at E \ 1.25 eV, where scattering is optimized in each of the two product channels. In each case, we considered optimization of both pNR and of pR as a means of maximizing (or minimizing) pR/pNR. In all cases, optimization of pR was found to provide superior results.
Results for the maximum of pR/pNR into both product arrangements are shown in columns 5 of Table 2 for a set of even j, along with the corresponding nonreactive and reactive cross sections. Results were similar for odd values of j. Also shown, for comparison purposes, are the maximum uncontrolled ratio, denoted along with and Optimal control results for the same p u R/p u NR , p u R p u NR . collision processes, but where we minimize pR, are presented in Table 3. Examination of Tables 2  and 3 shows a large range of possible control. For example, scattering into q \ 2 from j \ 2 ranges over a factor of two, from a maximum of 2.63 ] 10~2 to a minimum of 1.15 ] 10~2. A much greater range of control (1.98 ] 10~2 to 1.51 ] 10~4) is evident for scattering into q \ 3 with initial j \ 10. Indeed the range of control increases with j, a manifestation of the increasing a In all cases the initial v \ 0. For each case shown, coefficients were obtained to maxic i mize pR. The q \ 2 arrangement corresponds to H@ ] HD and q \ 3 corresponds to D ] HH@. Numbers in parentheses denote the power of ten by which the tabulated value should be multiplied.
ability so suppress reactive scattering as the number of initial states increases. 22 We were unable, however, to signiÐcantly suppress nonreactive scattering as a means of enhancing the maximal pR/pNR ratio. Nonetheless, in some instances (e.g. q \ 2, j \ 10), the optimized pR was close to the theoretical maximum of twice the unoptimized p u R . Optimal control coefficients resulting from the optimization procedure are shown in Table 4 c i for a number of the cases in Table 2 . The case of j \ 1 has been added to allow the simple veriÐcation of the argument below.
Of considerable interest is the question of whether the optimized coefficients merely deÐne a c i new vector o j, m ; RT which is simply a ket vector in a rotated coordinate system. If so this would indicate that the optimum solution corresponds to a simple classical reorientation of the diatomic angular momentum vector. Examination of the results indicate that this is not the case. SpeciÐ-cally, a vector o j, m ; RT rotated by Euler angles a, b, c is given by23
Thus, if the result of the optimal control procedure were merely to a †ect a rotation of the j vector, then the coefficients should equal (to within an overall phase) b, c). a In all cases the initial v \ 0. For each case shown, coefficients were obtained to minic i mize pR. The q \ 2 arrangement corresponds to H@ ] HD and q \ 3 corresponds to D ] HH@. Numbers in parentheses denote the power of ten by which the tabulated value should be multiplied. 
nation of the results showed that this is not the case. Thus, optimal control results from quantum interference e †ects and not from a simple classical reorientation of the angular momentum vector.
IV. Summary
Our general treatment of laboratory conditions for bimolecular control has identiÐed two distinctly di †erent classes of control. In the Ðrst, one prepares a superposition of degenerate internal reactant states which is subsequently used as a reagent in the collision. In this case there are no undesirable uncontrolled satellite contributions. However, in examining the most natural case, i.e. superposing diatomic m states in collisions with atoms, we have found that (a) one can control di †erential, but not total integral, cross sections and (b) control, although evident in general, only becomes extensive with the inclusion of many initial m states. An examination of Table 1 shows that this is because the interference contributions are small when compared to the p 12 p ii . The second control class requires the creation of the desired superposition state [eqn. (5) ] from non-degenerate internal states of the reactants. In this instance we require special conditions in the laboratory in which the relative motion of the atom and internal energy are correlated within a laboratory superposition state. Although similar correlations have been established in laser cooling of atoms11 these techniques have yet to be extended to molecules. Given these conditions controllable superpositions result, but they are accompanied by uncontrolled satellite terms [e.g. eqn. (16) ]. Nonetheless, previous studies on model collinear scattering9 suggest the possibility of extensive control under these circumstances due to large relative values of These studies p 12 . motivate the further work which is currently underway24 on three-dimensional atomÈdiatom scattering using non-degenerate internal states in the initial superposition state.
